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Abstract— Checkpointing is a typical approach to tolerate
failures in today’s supercomputing clusters and computa-
tional grids. Checkpoint data can be saved either in central
stable storage, or in processor memory (as in diskless
checkpointing), or local disk space (replacing memory with
local disk in diskless checkpointing). But where to save the
checkpoint data has a great impact on the performance
of a checkpointing scheme. Fault tolerance schemes with
higher efficiency usually choose to save the checkpoint data
closer to the processor. However, when failures are handled
from application level, the storage hierarch of a platform is
often not available at the fault tolerance scheme design time.
Therefore, it is often difficult to decide which checkpointing
schemes to choose at the application design time. In this
paper, we demonstrate that, a good fault tolerance efficiency
can be achieved by adaptively choosing where to store
the checkpoint data at run time according to the specific
characteristics of the platform. We analyze the performance
of different checkpointing schemes and propose an efficient
adaptive checkpointing scheme to incorporate fault tolerance
into high performance computing applications.

Index Terms— adaptivity, checkpointing, diskless check-
pointing, fault tolerance, parallel and distributed computing,
high performance computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Checkpointing is a typical approach to tolerate failures
in supercomputing clusters and computational grids [8].
Checkpoints can often be taken either from the sys-
tem level or from the application level. However, when
checkpoints are taken from application level, most fault
tolerance schemes proposed in literature are non-adaptive
in the sense that the fault tolerance schemes incorporated
in applications are either designed without incorporating
system environments (such as the amount of available
memory and the local and network I/O bandwidth, etc)
or designed only for a specific system environment.
From the application point of view, fault tolerant high
performance applications need to be able to achieve high
performance under different system environments with as
low performance overhead as possible. In order to achieve
high reliability and survivability with low performance
overhead, the fault tolerance schemes in such applications
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need to be adaptable to different (or dynamic) system
environments.

In this paper, we demonstrate that, a good fault tol-
erance efficiency can be achieved by adaptively choosing
where to store the checkpoint data at run time according to
the specific characteristics of the platform. we analyze the
performance of different checkpoint schemes and propose
an efficient adaptive checkpointing scheme to incorporate
fault tolerance into parallel applications. Applying this
scheme to self-adaptive numerical software such as LA-
PACK for Clusters [2] will result in self-adaptive fault
tolerant numerical libraries. Applications that call this
type of self-adaptive fault tolerant numerical libraries will
be able to survive certain processor failures transparently
with very low performance overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
defines the problem we are targeting. Section III analyzes
the performance of several static checkpointing schemes.
Section IV presents a self adapting application level
checkpointing scheme for high performance computing.
In Section V, experimental and simulation results are
presented. Section VI concludes the paper and discusses
future work.

II. APPLICATION LEVEL FAULT TOLERANCE

To define the problem we are targeting and clarify
the differences with the system level fault tolerance
approaches, in this section we first specify the type of
failures we are focusing on and then briefly introduce FT-
MPI, a fault tolerant version Message Passing Interface
that supports application level fault tolerance.

Assume the target computing systems have many nodes
which are connected by network connections. Each node
has its own memory and local disk. There is at least one
processor on each node and only one application process
on each processor. Assume the target application is opti-
mized to run on a fixed number of processes. Unlike in
traditional algorithm-based fault tolerance which assumes
a failed process continues to work but produce incorrect
results, in this work we assume a fail-stop failure model.
In a fail-stop failure model, the failed process is assumed
to stop working and all data associated with the failed
process are assumed to be lost. The surviving processes
can neither send nor receive any message from the failed
processes.

Current parallel programming paradigms for high-
performance distributed computing systems are typically
based on the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) specifi-
cation [9]. However, the current MPI specification does
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not specify the behavior of an MPI implementation when
one or more process failures occur during runtime. MPI
gives the user the choice between two possibilities of
how to handle failures. The first one, which is the default
mode of MPI, is to immediately abort all the processes
of the application. The second possibility is just slightly
more flexible, handing control back to the user application
without guaranteeing that any further communication can
occur.

FT-MPI [6] is a fault tolerant version of MPI that is
able to provide basic system services to support fault
survivable applications. FT-MPI implements the complete
MPI-1.2 specification, some parts of the MPI-2 document
and extends some of the semantics of MPI for allowing
the application the possibility to survive process failures.
FT-MPI can survive the failure of n-1 processes in a
n-process job, and, if required, can re-spawn the failed
processes. However, the application is still responsible for
recovering the data structures and the data of the failed
processes.

III. STATIC CHECKPOINTING

When building fault tolerant applications with FT-
MPI, many fault tolerance schemes can be used. In this
section, we analyze both the performance and the storage
requirement of different checkpointing schemes that can
be used with FT-MPI. To simplify the analysis, we only
discuss the case to tolerate single processor failure.

Assume the checkpointing is performed in a parallel
system with p processors and the size of checkpoint on
each processor is m bytes. It takes α + βx to transfer
a message of size x bytes between two processors re-
gardless of which two processors are involved and. α
is often called latency of the network. 1

β is called the
bandwidth of the network. Assume the rate to calculate
the XOR of two arrays is γ seconds per byte. We also
assume that it takes α+ βx to write x bytes of data into
the stable storage. The I/O band width to local disk is
assumed to be 1

ζ . Our default network model is the duplex
model where a processor is able to concurrently send a
message to one partner and receive a message from a
possibly different partner. The more restrictive simplex
model permits only one communication direction per
processor. We also assume that disjoint pairs of processors
can communicate each other without interference each
other.

A. CSSC: Central Stable Storage Checkpoint

Today’s long running scientific applications typically
tolerate failures by checkpoint/restart approaches in which
all process states of an application are periodically saved
into stable storage. The advantage of this approach is
that it is able to tolerate the failure of the whole system.
However, in this approach, if one process fails, usually all
surviving processes are aborted and the whole application
is restarted from the last checkpoint. The major source of
overhead in all stable-storage-based checkpoint systems

is the time it takes to write checkpoints to stable stor-
age [12]. The checkpoint of an application on a, say, ten-
thousand-processor computer implies that all critical data
for the application on all ten thousand processors have
to be written into stable storage periodically, which may
introduce an unacceptable amount of overhead into the
checkpointing system. As the number of processors in the
system increases, the total number of process states that
need to be written into the stable storage also increases
linearly. Therefore, the fault tolerance overhead increases
linearly. Figure 1. shows how a typical checkpoint/restart
approach works.

Process State
P1

Process State
Pk

Stable
Storage

Comp Proc 1                 Comp Proc k 

Figure 1. Central stable storage checkpoint scheme

When the size of checkpoint on each processor is m
bytes, the total size of checkpoint for all processors is pm
bytes. Therefore, the amount of stable storage needed for
the central stable storage checkpoint scheme is pm bytes.

Without the support of a parallel file systems, to write
all checkpoint data on all processors into the central stable
storage, the time Tcssc it takes can be estimated by

Tcssc = α+ pβm

≈ pβm (1)

when m is relatively large.
When there is a parallel file system in the system, p

in the above fomula represents the number of processors
each file server serves.

B. MBPC: Memory-Based Parity Checkpoint

Diskless checkpointing [12] is a technique to save the
state of a long running computation on a distributed
system without relying on stable storage. Memory-based
parity checkpoint is one form of the diskless check-
pointing. With memory-based parity checkpoint, each
processor involved in the computation stores a copy of
its state locally, either in memory. Additionally, encodings
of these checkpoints are stored in local memory of some
processors. When a failure occurs, each live processor
may roll its state back to its last local checkpoint,
and the failed processor’s state may be calculated from
the local checkpoints of the surviving processors and
the checkpoint encodings. By eliminating stable storage
from checkpointing and replacing it with memory and
processor redundancy, memory-based parity checkpoint
removes the main source of overhead in checkpointing
on distributed systems [12]. Figure 2. demonstrates how
memory-based parity checkpoint scheme works.

By breaking up a large message of size m into s smaller
segments and sending these smaller messages through the
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Figure 2. Memory-based parity checkpoint scheme

network by a pipelining style, the time to perform diskless
checkpoint can be modeled by

Tmbpc = (p− 1 +
m

s
)(α+ βs+ γs)

= (p− 1)α+ (β + γ)m

+2
√

(p− 1)α(β + γ)m
≥ (β + γ)m (2)

.

(
1 + 2

√
(p− 1)α
(β + γ)m

+
(p− 1)α
(β + γ)m

)
≈ (β + γ)m (3)

when m is large and p is relatively small.
Note that the equility in (2) can actually be achieved

when
s =

√
mα/(p− 1)/(β + γ).

If the size of checkpoint for each processor is m
bytes, the memory overhead for the memory-based parity
checkpoint scheme is m bytes.

C. DBPC: Disk-Based Parity Checkpoint

Many applications, such as HPL benchmark [4],
achieve higher efficiency when most of the processor
memory is used for the application. Reserving memory for
checkpointing purpose often degrades the performance.
However, if there is a local disk associated with the
processor, free local disk storage can be used to store the
checkpoint data. The checkpointing algorithm works the
same way as the memory-based parity checkpoint except
that the local disk are used to replace the memory. Figure
3. shows how disk-based parity checkpoint scheme works.

Comp Proc 1                   Comp Proc k Ckpt Proc

Process State
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Checkpoint

C1

Process State
Pk

Local Disk
Checkpoint

Ck

Checkpoint
Encoding

C

XOR

Stable
Storage

C1 +  . . .  + Cn = C

Figure 3. disk-based parity checkpoint scheme

By using the same pipelined XOR calculating algorithm
as in memory-based parity checkpoint scheme, the time

to perform checkpointing can be approximated by

Tdbpc = α+ (β + γ + ζ)m
≈ (β + γ + ζ)m (4)

when m is relatively large and p is relatively small.
In the disk-based parity checkpoint scheme, if the size

of checkpoint for each processor is m bytes, the local
disk storage overhead for the disk-based parity checkpoint
scheme is m bytes.

D. MBCM: Memory-Based CheckPoint Mirroring

When processor memory is used to store the checkpoint
data, another possibility is to organize all computation
processors as pairs (assume there are even number of
computation processors). The two processors in a pair
are neighbors of each other. Each processor first takes a
local in-memory checkpoint and, at the same time, sends
a copy of its local checkpoint to its neighbor processor.
Figure 4. shows how memory-based checkpoint mirroring
scheme works.
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Figure 4. memory-based checkpoint mirroring scheme

Under the duplex network model where a processor is
able to concurrently send a message to one partner and re-
ceive a message from a possibly different partner, the time
to perform checkpoint mirroring can be approximated by

Tmbcm = α+ βm

≈ βm (5)

when m is relatively large.
As shown in Figure 4., if the size of checkpoint for

each processor is m bytes, the memory overhead for the
memory-based checkpoint mirroring scheme is 2m bytes.

E. DBCM: Disk-Based CheckPoint Mirroring

When there is a local disk associated with each proces-
sor, the local disk can be used to replace the memory used
in the memory-based checkPoint mirroring scheme. This
scheme can be called as disk-based checkPoint mirroring
scheme.

Under the duplex network model, the time to perform
disk-based checkpoint mirroring can be approximated by

Tdbcm = α+ βm+ ζm

≈ (β + ζ)m (6)

when m is relatively large.
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Figure 5. disk-based checkpoint mirroring scheme

In the disk-based checkPoint mirroring scheme, if the
size of checkpoint for each processor is m bytes, the
local disk storage overhead for the disk-based checkPoint
mirroring scheme is 2m bytes.

IV. ADAPTIVE CHECKPOINTING

From Section 3, we have seen that Each fault toler-
ance scheme has its own advantages and disadvantages.
However, different systems have different resource char-
acteristics. What is the best way to incorporate different
fault tolerance schemes into applications so that the
reliability and survivability is as high as possible while
the performance overhead is as low as possible?

From the application point of view, it is desirable
that fault tolerant high performance applications is able
to achieve both high performance and high reliability
(survivability) with low fault tolerance overhead no mater
under which kind of system environments it is running. To
achieve this goal, the best strategy would be to adaptively
choose the fault tolerance schemes in applications based
on different (or dynamic) system environments that the
applications are running.

The key idea of our recovery framework is the adap-
tivity of our checkpoint scheme to different system en-
vironments. Our adaptive scheme is similar to Vaidya’s
two-level recovery scheme in that both schemes combine
the central stable storage checkpoint scheme with other
higher efficiency checkpoint schemes such as diskless
checkpointing. However Vaidya’s recovery technique is
static. He consider the availability of the memory and the
local disk storage at the software design time, but after
the design is finished, the software will never need to
check the information of the hardware architecture (such
as number of available processors, amount of memory and
local disk storage) again. Thus we classify his scheme
as static scheme. However, in our scheme, the software
will have to check the information of the hardware
architecture (such as number of available processors,
amount of memory and local disk storage) to decide the
optimal checkpoint scheme. Thus, we regard our scheme
as adaptive rather than static.

The application of this self-adaptive fault tolerance
framework to self-adaptive numerical software such as
LFC will result in self-adaptive fault tolerant numerical
libraries. Applications that use this kind of self-adaptive
fault tolerant numerical libraries is able to survival certain

processor failures transparently with very low perfor-
mance overhead.

A. An Example Self Adaptive Recovery Scheme

What checkpoint scheme is the best for a specific
system is often affected by many factor such as the
amount of available storage of each type, the overhead of
each checkpoint scheme, the failure rate and distribution
of the system, the characteristics of the application, and
the number of available processors for this application,
etc. At the present stage, we only consider
• The size of checkpoint;
• The amount of available memory;
• The amount of available local disk storage;
• The amount of central stable storage;
If one type of storage is not available in the system,

then we assume there are zero bytes of that type of storage
in the system. We also assume that a node failure also
means that both its memory and its local disk becomes
unavailable.

The five candidate basic checkpoint schemes that we
consider at the present time are
• CSSC: central stable storage checkpoint scheme
• DBPC: disk-based parity checkpoint scheme
• DBCM: disk-based checkpoint mirroring scheme
• MBPC: memory-based parity checkpoint scheme
• MBCM: memory-based checkpoint mirroring

scheme
In the self-adaptive checkpointing scheme We first

check the amount available free memory, free local disk-
less storage, and free central stable storage. We then use
this information to choose the best basic recovery scheme.
At the present time, we decide the checkpoint frequency
manually. If we can somehow check the MTBF (or the
failure rate) of the system in the future, we will use it to
decide the checkpoint frequency.

It has been shown both from our experiments and in
literature [3], [10]–[14] that the memory-based check-
point mirroring scheme usually performs better than
memory-based parity checkpoint scheme which usually
performs better than disk-based checkpoint mirroring
scheme. Disk-based checkpoint mirroring scheme usually
performs better than disk-based parity checkpoint scheme
which performs better than central stable storage check-
point scheme. Based on this fact, we propose to use the
algorithm in Figure 6. to decide which simple checkpoint
scheme to choose. By making decisions at run time,
we get the opportunity to know more information about
the platform the application will execute than making
decisions at the application design time. Therefore, we
get the opportunity to make better decisions. This is why
we can get better performance in a self adapting fault
tolerance scheme.

B. Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the overhead of the proposed
self adapting application level fault tolerance scheme.
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if ( there is enough local and neighbor memory for checkpoint mirroring ) {
use MBCM: memory-based checkpoint mirroring;

} else if ( there is enough local and neighbor memory for parity checkpoint ) {
use MBPC: memory-based parity checkpoint;

} else if ( there is enough local and neighbor disk for checkpoint mirroring ) {
use DBCM: disk-based checkpoint mirroring;

} else if ( there is enough local and neighbor disk for parity checkpoint ) {
use DBPC: disk-based parity checkpoint;

} else if ( there is enough central stable storage to store checkpoint data ) {
use CSSC: central stable storage checkpoint;

} else {
there is no enough storage to store checkpoint data;

}

Figure 6. A simple self adaptive fault tolerance scheme

The fault tolerance overhead for the self adapting
fault tolerance scheme includes two part: the overhead
for gathering system information and making a decision
on which simple scheme to use and the overhead for
actually performing the checkpoint. Assume the time
to gather system information and make a decision is
Tdecision(p) and the time to perform the checkpoint is
Tadaptive−checkpoint(p,m).

The self-adapting checkpoint scheme make a decision
on which simple checkpoint scheme to choose according
the size of the checkpoint and the amount of each type of
storage available. Consider a simplified case where each
processor have the same amount freely available memory,
and local disk storage. Let Sm denote the amount of
the local free memory for a processor, Sd denote the
amount of the local free disk storage of a processor,
Sc denote the amount of central stable storage. Assume
Sm ≤ Sd ≤ 1

pSc, then the time for adaptive checkpointing
Tadaptive−checkpoint(p,m) can be modeled by formula
(7).

Tdecision(p) is the time for gathering system informa-
tion and making a decision, which is often negligible
compared with the overhead to perform the actually
checkpoint. Compared to basic non-adaptive schemes
such as the central stable storage checkpoint scheme in
which the time for one checkpoint is pβm, the adaptive
scheme usually has better performance unless 1

pSc < c.
When 1

pSc < c, there is no enough storage to store any
checkpoint.

Schemes with low fault tolerance overhead tend to use
local (or neighbor) memory or local (or neighbor) disk
instead of central stable storage to store checkpoint data.
However, it is usually unclear what is the amount of local
storage that can be used to store the checkpoint data until
the program execution time. By postponing the time to
make decisions to the program execution time, we get the
opportunity to use as much local and neighbor storage
as possible to store the checkpoint data. Therefore, we
are able to get better performance by adapting the fault
tolerance scheme to system environments at run time.

FT  Application Layer
state.process = MPI_Init();
if ( state.process == RESTART )    /* FT Codes */

Restarted_process_initialization();
else

Normal_Initialization();
Call_Numerical_Lib();

FT Numerical_Lib Layer
setjmp(state);       /* FT Codes */
if ( state.system ==  RECOVER ) 

Fault_recovery_here();
while not finished {

Checksysinfo();   /* FT Codes */
Adaptive_Checkpoint(); /*FT Codes*/
Do_computation();

FT-MPI Layer

Fault_detection_here();

MPI ErrorHandler

state.system = RECOVER;
state.process = SURVIVAL;
longjmp(state);

If detects process failure

restarted processes

survive
procs

Figure 7. The control flow of a typical fault tolerant application

C. Incorporating fault tolerance into FT-MPI Applica-
tions

Handling fault-tolerance typically consists of three
steps: 1) failure detection, 2) notification, and 3) recovery.
The only assumption the FT-MPI specification makes
about the first two points is that the run-time environment
discovers failures and all remaining processes in the
parallel job are notified about these events. The recovery
procedure is considered to consist of two steps: recover-
ing the MPI library and the run-time environment, and
recovering the application. The latter one is considered
to be the responsibility of the application. In the FT-
MPI specification, the communicator-mode discovers the
status of MPI objects after recovery, and the message-
mode ascertains the status of ongoing messages during
and after recovery. Figure 7. shows a typical fault tolerant
application structure.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed self adapting fault tolerance scheme.

A. Experimental Results

In this subsection, we compare the time for one check-
point of the following two checkpoint schemes
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Tadaptive−checkpoint(p,m) =



Tdecision(p) + βm, if c ≤ 1
2Sm

Tdecision(p) + (β + γ)m, if 1
2Sm < c ≤ Sm

Tdecision(p) + (β + ζ)m, if Sm < c ≤ 1
2Sd

Tdecision(p) + (β + γ + ζ)m, if 1
2Sd < c < Sd

Tdecision(p) + pβm, if Sd < c ≤ 1
pSc

(7)

• MBPC: The neighbor memory-based parity check-
point scheme

• SSAC: The simple self adapting checkpointing
scheme which choose only a single basic scheme
(choose the best one) from the five basic schemes at
run time according to the amount of different storage
available.

The application we used to perform experiment is the
PCG code described in [1]. The number of simultaneous
processor failures we want to survive is one. The total
number of processors we used in PCG is sixteen. The
programming environment we used is FT-MPI [5]–[7]. All
experiments were performed on a cluster of 32 Pentium
IV Xeon 2.4 GHz dual-processor nodes. Each node of the
cluster has 2 GB of memory and runs the Linux operating
system. The nodes are connected with a Gigabit Ethernet.
The timer we used in all measurements is MPI Wtime.

TABLE I.
PERFORMANCE OF A SIMPLE SELF ADAPTING CHECKPOINTING

SCHEME FOR PCG

Size of checkpoint T SSAC T MBPC
(MBytes) (Seconds) (Seconds)
100 2.21 2.55
200 4.55 5.09
300 6.56 7.66
400 8.91 10.10
500 10.58 12.61
600 15.30 15.20
700 17.85 17.75
800 20.40 20.11

Table 1 reports the time for performing one checkpoint
for both the SSAC and the MBPC schemes. By changing
the input problem size in PCG, we varied the amount
of data that need to be checkpointed from 100 MBytes to
800 MBytes. The results in Table 1 indicate that the SSAC
scheme performs better than the MBPC scheme when the
size of checkpoint is less than 500 MBytes. However,
when the size of checkpoint is larger than 500 MBytes,
the SSAC scheme performs approximately the same as
the MBPC scheme. This is because, when the size of
checkpoint is less than 500 MBytes, the SSAC scheme
detects that a processor can store both a copy of its own
checkpoint data and a copy of its neighbor processor’s
checkpoint data in its local memory. Therefore, the use the
memory-based checkpoint mirroring scheme (which has

lower performance overhead but high memory overhead
than MBPC) is recommended. However, when the size
of checkpoint is larger than 500 MBytes, the SSAC
scheme detects that there is no enough local memory
for a processor to store both its own checkpoint data
and his neighbor processor’s checkpoint data, therefore,
choose to store only its own checkpoint data in his local
memory and at the same time store the parity of all
local checkpoint data into the memory of another dedicate
processor, which is exactly what the MBPC scheme does.

B. Simulation Results

In this subsection, we simulate the performance of the
self-adaptive checkpointing scheme by choosing appro-
priate parameters in formula (7) of Section IV.B.

Figure 8. shows a simulated result for the performance
of the self-adapting fault tolerance scheme. In this simula-
tion, β = 20×10−9, γ = 5×10−9, ζ = 13×10−9, p = 5,
Tdecision(p) = 0.1 seconds, Sm = 400 MBytes, and
Sd =MBytes. From Figure 8., we can see that the self-
adapting fault tolerance scheme always choose the best
available simple checkpoint schemes according to the size
of the checkpoint and the amount of storage available. In
particular, if the application designer is not sure whether
there are enough memory or local disk storage to store the
checkpoint at the application design time and conservately
choose the central stable storage checkpoint approach as
the fault tolerance scheme, Figure 8. demonstrates that
the fault tolerance overhead can be several times higher
than the self-adapting fault tolerance scheme.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we analyzed the performance of different
checkpoint schemes and proposed an efficient adaptive
checkpointing scheme to incorporate fault tolerance into
MPI applications. Experimental results demonstrated that
good fault tolerance efficiency can be achieved by adap-
tively choosing where to store the checkpoint data at
run time according to the specific characteristics of the
platform. In the future, we would like to apply the idea
to heterogeneous environments.
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